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KP1K-20

Grease for the food industry GLS 380/N1
ELKALUB GLS 380/N1 is a partly synthetic special grease for plain and antifriction bearings (mainly plain bearings with
pairings of nonferrous metals and steel) as well as for chains in the temperature range from -10 °C up to +120 °C.
ELKALUB GLS 380/N1 is extremely resistant to water (also sea water) and one of the remarkable features of this
grease is its excellent adhesive strength. ELKALUB GLS 380/N1 is also applicable in the presence of alcohol*. ELKALUB
GLS 380/N1 possesses the USDA H1 approval and is suitable for lubricating areas, where incidental food contact is
possible. Note that the dynamic stability (ndm-factor)drops off considerably under the influence of water and at the
same time higher temperatures. ELKALUB GLS 380/N1 is not resistant to acids and alkalis and should not be mixed
with other greases.

This is a special product which can be produced individually for you on request. Smaller quantities can apply. Please
just talk to us.

原油 白油 聚α烯烃

增稠剂 复合铝基 固态润滑剂

粘性 72 mm²/s

工作温度 -25 °C bis 120 °C

NLGI级 1

应用

滚动轴承
滑动轴承
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导轨和曲线运动

业务

主轴制造商
设备制造

功能

低温

容器

250克管
400克墨盒
5公斤桶
18公斤曲棍球
50公斤曲棍球
150公斤桶


